
PHILL NUGENT
Folk-Rock Musician from Canmore, AB

The seeds of Phill Nugent’s folk-rock sound – sometimes whimsical and 
sometimes gritty – took root in the northern Canadian wilderness where he was 

The juxtapositions that inspire Phill’s songs, like the comfort of family and the 
freedom of travel, or the solitude of nature and connection with an audience, 

titled Phillip Alexander Nugent and released in fall 2019, are inspired by his wife 
Michelle and his sons Miles and Beck.

journey to the U.K. to propose to Michelle. The ethereal Stargazers harks back to 

among others like Paul Simon, Neil Young, Foo Fighters and The Lumineers.

Now as a father, moving his career as a recording artist forward and showing his 
sons we can all pursue our dreams means even more to Phill. Over the next year, 
that includes playing music festivals, setting up a tour, and getting back into the 

  Phillip Alexander Nugent

  Phillip Alexander Nugent

  @phillnugentmusic

  Phill Nugent music

403-688-0799

phill.nugent@gmail.com

phillipalexandernugent.com

Festivals & Highlights

Performer at the Canmore Folk 
Music Festival 2019

Played regularily for guests of 
the Pomery Kananaskis Mountain 
Lodge (2018 – 2019)

Played weekly for the Ban� 
Gondola and managed all the 
musicians in the Sunset Festival 
(2018 – 2020)

Lead singer for local band,  
The Wow Signal (2016 – 2017)

Nominated for YYC Music’s 
Zackariah and the Prophets  
Memorial Award 2020

MADWOMAN
Alternative/Indie Band

SIGNIFICANT PERFORMANCES
Heartwood Fest (Feb 2022)
Okeechobee Music Festival (Mar 2022)
Crystal Kingdom (Mar 2022)
Flipturn’s Playground Fest (Aug 2022)
Space Coast Mural Fest (Sep 2022)
Bombargo Tour (Oct 2022)
The BASH Music Fest (Nov 2022)

Sammie ‘Leni’ Daigle - singer
Chandler McFarland - guitarist

Unmil Patel - drummer
Louie Dager - keys/producer

Riley Sechrest - bass

MADWOMAN’s roots trace back to 2014 as an ethereal garage funk soul trio, and have since 
blossomed their sound as a five-piece psychedelic alternative-indie pop machine. With 
members Leni Luna (lead vocals), Chandler McFarland (lead guitarist/vocals), Riley 
Sechrest (bass), Louie Dager (synth/keys), and Unmil Patel (drums), the electric synergy 
and story behind their music will soon far outreach Florida’s borders.

Infused in a kaleidoscopic dreamscape of  modern ferver, Leni’s soul-filled angelic voice 
rings out in cathartic release, leaving the band and fans alike mesmerized and ever 
present. The MADWOMAN name came about in the ponderings of  what it means to live a 
life both dynamic and fulfilling- attracting a fanbase who are also mad to love and mad to 
live. The band transmutes their energy and takes the crowd with them in ascending into a 
space for healing, growth, and connection.

The “Make the Moment'' EP is really the beginning of  the journey for MADWOMAN. In 
August 2021 they won the Fall MusicGNV Recording Grant and used the studio time to 
record a few of  their original songs written amidst the pandemic. With this EP and their 
singles “Headscratch”, “IDK”, “Stretching Thin”, and their “Live from Sage House” record-
ings on all streaming platforms, the band has thousands of  streams and nearly a 
thousand loyal monthly listeners on Spotify alone. MADWOMAN was complete in January 
2022 with the addition of  Riley, while simultaneously joining Swamp Records. The group 
has since headlined a number of  local shows, performed as a headliner at Heartwood 
Music Fest, hosted their wildly successful Crystal Kingdom release party for their single 
"IDK," and was invited to perform at Okeechobee Music Festival, their first and surely not 
last, major music festival. They have recently been broadening their fanbase to that of  
Jacksonville, Orlando, Miami, and beyond. MADWOMAN is cosmically expanding and fans 
anticipate the exciting music on the horizon.
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